Lesson Plan for October 1- October 12, 2018
Theme: Fall is in the Air

Math

Language

Science

Geography

 Counting to 15 and then 20
 Number Identification 1-20
 One to One Correspondence

 Pinecone/Acorn Comparison
 Intro l/e/d Letter Sounds
 Leaf Nomenclature Cards
 Letter Step Board
 Leaf Description using Adjectives  Pumpkin Life Cycle

Goals: To focus on the basics of
learning numbers (counting,
identification, etc.) and exploring
the various mathematics works
provided in the classroom.

Goals: To be introduced to new letter
sounds and to use our knowledge of
descriptive words. Introducing new
materials in the classroom to support
letter recognition.

Goals: To learn about the life cycle
of not only an apple, but the parts of
a pumpkin as well. To compare
various fall nature, such as leaves,
pinecones, and acorns.

Goals: To expand our knowledge of
the continent in which we live by
learning about the 3 countries, their
flags, and the map they are
presented on.

Sensorial

Fine Motor

Large Motor

Practical Life
 How to use a Broom/Dustpan
 Practicing Pouring Solids
 How to Hold a Hammer
Goals: To support our fine motor
skills while learning to properly
clean up messes, holding heavier
items, and managing to improve
our pouring skills.

Outdoor Classroom

 North American Flags
 North American Countries
 Where Do We Live?

 Exploring Textured Fabrics
 Leaf Hunt/Color Matching
 Manipulation Pumpkin Insides

 Threading Leaves
 Rubber Band Stretching
 Cutting Practice

 Using Walking Feet
 Intro Stretches at Circle Time
 Raking Leaves

Goals: To utilize our senses of sound,
touch, and taste to complete tasks
involving pumpkin guts, leaves and
texture within the classroom.

Goals: To improve our hand
strength and our fine motor skills to
complete tasks like threading,
stretching and cutting.

Goals: to be able to participate in
group and individual movement
activities that support what is
learned through our theme.

Books

Art

Music/Sound Awareness

 Throwing Balls or Frisbees
 Coloring with Sidewalk Chalk
 Taking a Nature Walk

 Revisiting Parts of a Book
 Fall Themed Literature
 Author and Illustrator

 Exploring Fall Colors
 Fall Themed Artwork
 Painting Small Pumpkins

 Continuing Circle Time Songs
 Fall Themed Poems/ Songs
 Playing Soft Music at Worktime

Goals: To explore the various
aspects and activities of the
outdoor classroom and utilize their
large motor skills.

Goals: To review the parts of a book
and how to identify them, specifically
the author and the illustrator. To
support our learning of fall through
fiction and nonfiction literature.

Goals: To expand our knowledge of
colors and identify the colors of fall
as well as completing fun and
creative activities that utilize the
nature seen in the season of
Autumn

Goals: To utilize songs to support
our learning within circle time, to
explore our knowledge of fall, and to
create a peaceful work environment
through soft music.
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Special Events__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Notes_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Completed X
Not Completed O Needs to be Reintroduced ______
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